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Optical-frequency synthesizers, which generate frequencystable light from a single microwave-frequency reference, are
revolutionizing ultrafast science and metrology, but their size,
power requirement and cost need to be reduced if they are to be
more widely used. Integrated-photonics microchips can be used
in high-coherence applications, such as data transmission1, highly
optimized physical sensors2 and harnessing quantum states3, to
lower cost and increase efficiency and portability. Here we describe a
method for synthesizing the absolute frequency of a lightwave signal,
using integrated photonics to create a phase-coherent microwaveto-optical link. We use a heterogeneously integrated iii–v/silicon
tunable laser, which is guided by nonlinear frequency combs
fabricated on separate silicon chips and pumped by off-chip lasers.
The laser frequency output of our optical-frequency synthesizer
can be programmed by a microwave clock across 4 terahertz
near 1,550 nanometres (the telecommunications C-band) with 1
hertz resolution. Our measurements verify that the output of the
synthesizer is exceptionally stable across this region (synthesis error
of 7.7 × 10−15 or below). Any application of an optical-frequency
source could benefit from the high-precision optical synthesis
presented here. Leveraging high-volume semiconductor processing
built around advanced materials could allow such low-cost, lowpower and compact integrated-photonics devices to be widely used.
The electronics revolution that began in the mid-twentieth century
was driven in part by advances related to the synthesis of radio and
microwave-frequency signals for applications in radar, navigation and
communications systems. This formed a foundation for more recent
technologies of wide impact, such as the Global Positioning System
and cellular communications. Direct-digital synthesis now operates
at >10 GHz rates with watt-scale power. Despite the ubiquity of electronic synthesis, no comparable technology existed for electromagnetic
signals in the optical domain until the introduction of the self-referenced
optical-frequency comb4,5. An optical-frequency comb can provide the
critical phase-coherent link between microwave and optical domains,
with an output consisting of an array of optical modes having frequencies given exactly by νn = n frep  +fceo, where frep and fceo are microwave
frequencies and n is an integer. Over the past two decades, opticalfrequency synthesizers using mode-locked-laser frequency combs have
been demonstrated6,7. The optical-synthesizer output, derived from a
reference clock, is invaluable for coherent light detection and ranging7,
atomic and molecular spectroscopy and optical communications.
Optical-frequency-comb technology has also matured so that a typi
cal erbium-fibre comb system requires approximately 2 W of optical
pump power8.
A new opportunity for chip-integrated optical-frequency synthesis has emerged with development in heterogeneously integrated
photonics9 and photonic-chip microresonator frequency combs, or
microcombs10–17. Microresonators pumped by a continuous-wave

(CW) laser generate a parametric four-wave mixing comb in dielectric media. Relying on waveguide confinement and high nonlinearity
of the integrated photonics, microresonators provide a route to comb
generation with only milliwatts of input power17 and high pumpconversion efficiency18. Precise waveguide group-velocity dispersion
(GVD) control19, combined with the realization of low-noise dissipative
Kerr solitons (DKSs)20–22, has led to octave-spanning optical spectra
with dispersive waves23–25 to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio in
microcomb carrier-envelope-offset frequency (fceo) detection26–28. In
parallel, through heterogeneous integration it has become possible to
seamlessly combine active and passive components, such as semiconductor lasers and amplifiers, electro-optic modulators, passive waveguides, photodiodes and complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor
(CMOS) electronics on a silicon-chip platform9, and specifically to
implement phase-locking of integrated lasers to microcombs29,30. Our
work makes use of Kerr-soliton frequency combs and silicon photonics
to realize optical-frequency synthesis derived phase-coherently from
an electronic clock.
Mirroring the framework of most traditional optical and microwave
synthesizers, our system is composed of a tunable laser oscillator that
we phase-lock to a stabilized microcomb reference. Figure 1a presents
the concept of a future integrated synthesizer, and Fig. 1b indicates the
connections between the integrated tunable laser and the chip-based
Kerr-comb components that are used in this work. We use the C-band
tunability, narrow linewidth and rapid frequency control of a iii–v/
silicon ring-resonator9 laser as the synthesizer output, and the phasecoherent microwave-to-optical connection of a fully stabilized DKS
frequency comb. The DKS dual comb consists of an octave-bandwidth,
silicon nitride comb with 1 THz mode spacing and a C-band-spanning,
fused-silica comb with 22 GHz mode spacing. By phase-stabilizing
both comb spacings (frep,THz and frep,GHz) and the silicon nitride comb’s
offset frequency, fceo,THz, we establish the precise factor of 19,403,904
phase-coherent multiplication from 10 MHz to the optical domain.
With this tunable-laser and frequency-comb system, we demonstrate
synthesis across a 4-THz segment of the C-band by programming and
dynamically stepping the output frequency; see Fig. 1c–e. As the role of
any synthesizer is to output a phase-coherently multiplied version of the
input clock, we characterize the optical synthesizer primarily through
its fluctuations with an out-of-loop frequency comb derived from the
same clock. A fully integrated synthesizer, realized by using, improving and connecting the chip components that we describe, would be a
powerful tool for many applications (see Methods).
To demonstrate the optical-frequency synthesizer, we carry out a
series of experiments characterizing its output frequency. Standard
spectrometer or interferometer measurements readily verify system
performance at the megahertz (or 10−8) level. By measuring the synthesizer with an auxiliary self-referenced erbium-fibre comb, we constrain the frequency error between the output and the synthesizer’s
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Fig. 1 | Accurate optical synthesis with an integrated laser and DKS
dual-comb system. a, Conceptual integrated optical-frequency synthesizer
with digital control and f–2 f stabilization, using the microcombs and
tunable laser of this work. PD, photodetector. b, Our optical synthesizer
is composed of an integrated tunable laser and chip-based Kerr-comb
generators. Green boxes indicate the tabletop subsystems including
the chips, and how they connect. The CW pumping laser for some
experiments is a second integrated laser; see Methods. The tunable laser
is synthesized by phase-locking to the stabilized combs, using a look-up
table (LUT) and FPGA. QPSK, quadrature phase shift key modulator.

c, Optical spectra of the laser across 32 nm. d, e, Measurements of the
synthesizer output as it is stepped. The data indicate the deviation between
the synthesizer output νout and its setpoint for mode-hopping across
the 22-GHz SiO2 modes (d) and for application of precise frequency
steps of 15.36 Hz (e). f, Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of
the heterogeneous iii–v/Si tunable laser with false colour electrodes
(yellow) and waveguides (blue). g, Photograph of the SiO2-based wedge
microresonator. h, SEM image of the Si3N4 THz resonator with false colour
imposed on the waveguide regions.

setpoint to <1.5 Hz. Beyond demonstration of the integratedphotonics architecture, the core result of our work is verification that
the synthesizer offers sufficient phase control and synchronization in
microwave-to-optical conversion (as do the auxiliary comb and our
frequency-counting electronics) to reveal a stable phase correlation
between the CW output and the radiofrequency (RF) clock. Hence, the
statistical fluctuations that lead to the synthesizer’s instability, and our
measurement of these, offer the complete description of the synthesizer’s
frequency performance.
The chip-based integrated components of the synthesizer—the tunable laser (Fig. 1f) and DKS frequency combs (Fig. 1g and h)—and their
key connections with non-integrated components are emphasized in
Fig. 1b. An external cavity pump laser is used to generate both of the
DKS combs, using independent control with single-sideband frequency
shifters and erbium amplification for each comb. An octave-spanning
single-pulse soliton is generated in a Si3N4 planar waveguide-coupled
resonator. In addition to the anomalous GVD profile, waveguidedispersion engineering creates dispersive-wave peaks in optical power
that appear at 999 nm and 2,190 nm, owing to the zero-integrated GVD
starting from the pump wavelength. With a radius of 23 µm, the threshold
for octave-spanning spectra is brought to below 50 mW of on-chip
pump power24, at the expense of a frep,THz of 1.014 THz that cannot
be easily photodetected and reduced to a microwave frequency with
conventional electronics. Rather, we rely on a second frequency comb
to bridge the gap between Si3N4 THz comb modes.

To do this, an SiO2 wedge-based whispering-gallery-mode resonator with a quality factor (Q) of 180 million is used to create a DKS
frequency comb at frep,GHz ≈ 22 GHz (ref. 22). As the threshold for
soliton-comb generation scales inversely to both the repetition rate
and Q2, use of an SiO2 device is important for low-power operation.
The repetition frequency of 22 GHz is photodetected and phaselocked to the RF clock. This first step in the microwave-to-optical
frequency chain (Fig. 2a) from fclk = 10 MHz to 22 GHz partially
stabilizes the SiO2 reference comb to guide tunable laser synthesis;
see Fig. 2b. The second step is detection of the 1.014 THz frequency
spacing between Si3N4 comb teeth, which we accomplish using
the 46th relative comb line from the SiO2 comb. Operationally, we
measure frep,THz by detecting the optical heterodyne beat note between
the two combs 1 THz away from the pump. We phase-lock this signal
to a synthesized radiofrequency, f1 = α fclk (where α is the ratio of
two integers), after removing the relative contributions from the
single-sideband frequency shifters and feeding back to the frequency
of the Si3N4 pump laser31,32. Thus, we stabilize frep,THz and transfer
the fclk stability to 1.014 THz. The frequency of each of the Si3N4 THz
comb lines with negative offset frequency and mode number N = 192
is then given by:
ν THz = Nfrep,THz −fceo,THz
ν THz,pump = 192(46frep,GHz + αfclk ) −fceo,THz
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Fig. 2 | Optical spectra of the integrated devices. a, Schematic diagram of
spectral combination with the integrated devices, and the frequency chain
used to multiply the 10-MHz clock to the optical domain. b, Combined
spectrum of the SiO2 22-GHz wedge microcomb and the heterogeneously

integrated iii–v/Si tunable laser in the telecommunication C-band.
c, Combined spectrum of the octave-spanning Si3N4 THz microcomb and
the 22-GHz SiO2 wedge microcomb, as measured on two optical spectrum
analysers.

Next, fceo,THz locking is achieved by using the octave-spanning relationship of the THz lines at 1,998 nm and dispersive wave peak at
999 nm (Fig. 2c). To aid f–2f self-referencing (which enables determination of the absolute frequency of each comb line), an independent
diode laser and thulium-doped fibre amplifier at 1,998 nm supply 9 mW
to a waveguide periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) device to

achieve 34 dB signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) on fceo,THz. Similar monolithic
second-harmonic generation and amplifier technologies have been
demonstrated and could be integrated with our system (see Methods).
After detecting two heterodyne beats with the THz comb, f999 and f1998,
each beat note is digitally divided by 64 and 32, respectively, and frequency mixing yields an fceo,THz signal, fceo,THz/64 = f999/64 – f1998/32.
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(100-ms gate). d, Arbitrary frequency control of the synthesizer across
40 frequency setpoints to write “NIST”. A 30-ms gate time is used to
oversample each frequency setpoint by 5 (150-ms pause per point), and
every fifth data point is displayed.

Phase-locking this signal to a radiofrequency f2 = β fclk, through feedback to the Si3N4 pump power, completes the transfer of stability from
fclk to all the THz comb lines spanning 130 THz to 300 THz.
The dual-stabilized combs serve as the backbone to guide the heterogeneously integrated iii–v/Si tunable laser for arbitrary opticalfrequency synthesis across the C-band. The tunable laser consists of
InGaAsP multiple-quantum-well epitaxial material that is waferbonded onto a lithographically patterned silicon-on-insulator wafer9.
Bias heaters integrated on the laser’s Si-based resonant reflectors and
phase section are used to shift the lasing wavelength for initial alignment to the comb lines. By using Si waveguides that have low loss relative to standard telecommunication-grade InP waveguide technology,
reduced linewidths of about 300 kHz are achieved. The combined optical spectrum of the SiO2 comb and integrated laser’s tuning range is
shown in Fig. 2b. Heterodyning with the DKS dual-comb signal at a
laser
relative mode m from the pump creates a signal, f beat
, for input to a
field-programmable gate array (FPGA)-based phased-locked-loop
(PLL, Fig. 3a) with a local oscillator of f3 = γ fclk, and digital division of
512. This final laser lock to the DKS dual comb produces a fully stabilized, tunable synthesizer output,

phase-locked operation of the synthesizer across all comb frequencies
by locking to five adjacent SiO2 comb lines, and to the highest and lowest wavelengths of the laser tuning range. Overlapping Allan deviation
(ADEV) analysis of the counted beat notes against the auxiliary comb
show the instability improving as <10−12/τ for all recorded averaging
times τ, and reaching an average instability of (4.2 ± 0.4) × 10−15 at
200 s (Fig. 3b, c). More sophisticated triangular averaging analysis using
the modified Allan deviation (MDEV) yields an order of magnitude
better instability of (9.2 ± 1.4) × 10−14 at 1 s. Still, the 1/τ dependence
of the ADEV data, which characterizes the fluctuations of the opticalfrequency synthesizer, indicates the stable phase relationship between
the RF clock and the synthesized optical frequencies. Moreover, the
synthesizer performance is consistent with the hydrogen-maser RF
clock used in the experiments, indicating that our phase locks of the
tunable laser, the Kerr combs and the auxiliary erbium-fibre comb
contribute negligible noise. This is the most fundamental metric of an
optical synthesizer. From the mean values of the measured beats with
the auxiliary comb, we can further analyse potential deviations of the
synthesizer output from equation (2). Data compiled from the seven
experiments are shown in Fig. 3d with 100-s ADEV error bars plotted,
and the weighted mean of all data sets with a 95% confidence interval
is (1.2 ± 1.5) Hz. Thus, based on these initial data, we conclude that
our integrated-photonics optical synthesizer accurately reproduces the
input clock reference within an uncertainty of 7.7 × 10−15, competitive
with commercial optical synthesizers (5 × 10−13 instability at 1 s and
accurate to 10−14 at 120 s).
To demonstrate the tunability of the optical-frequency synthesizer,
we perform two different types of tuning while the laser is locked to
the stabilized comb system (Fig. 4). As a baseline, without changing the
setpoint of the tunable laser phase-lock, the raw data of the counted
auxiliary comb beat note are shown in Fig. 4b after subtraction of the
nominally expected frequency for 500 s. We then apply a bidirectional
linear ramp over eight levels with a 2-s pause at each level to ensure
successful locking (Fig. 4c). Finally, we programme a series of setpoint
frequencies to the FPGA PLL box to write out the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) logo (Fig. 4d). Excellent agreement

laser
νout = ν THz,pump + mfrep,GHz + f beat

=fclk [192(46 × 2,197 + α) + 2,197m−64β + 512γ ]

(2)

This expression shows that the output of our integrated-photonics
synthesizer is uniquely and precisely defined relative to the input
clock frequency in terms of user-chosen integers and ratios of integers
(α, β, γ).
Agile tuning across SiO2 comb lines (varying m) and hertz-level tuning resolution on the same comb line (varying γ) have already been
presented in Fig. 2b and Fig. 1c, demonstrating synthesizer operation.
To explore our synthesizer’s phase coherence, we perform an out-ofloop optical-frequency characterization by heterodyning νout against
an auxiliary erbium-fibre laser frequency comb that is fully stabilized
to the same fclk. Figure 3 shows results from a study of the tunability and
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is found between the expected offset frequencies and the counted beatnote frequencies for all cases, illustrating good dynamic control of the
synthesizer.
In summary, the experiments that we present, performed with an
optical-frequency synthesizer constructed from integrated photonics,
demonstrate that this technology has achieved the high precision and
accuracy that formerly has been confined to tabletop mode-locked
laser frequency-comb devices. For further integration of the laser and
Kerr combs used in our experiments, targeted improvements should
be made to increase microresonator Q for lower-power operation, to
improve the intensity of the Si3N4 comb dispersive waves for f–2 f stabilization, and to improve the efficiency of second-harmonic generation,
guided by the applications that are envisaged for the device.
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Methods

Device and experimental details. The heterogeneously integrated iii–v/Si device
includes a tunable laser and a semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA). At room
temperature, the laser emits up to 4 mW CW power, and the SOA provides an
on-chip small-signal gain >10 dB. The laser contains a gain section, a phase section
and two microresonators designed for high quality factor. The gain section and
the SOA consist of electrically pumped InP-based quantum wells heterogeneously
integrated on a Si waveguide9. Thermal heating of the Si microresonators and passive phase section is performed with current injection to metal heaters above the
waveguides. By intentionally mismatching the radii of the microresonators to make
use of the Vernier effect, we can use a narrowband intracavity optical filter to select
the desired longitudinal mode for lasing with high side-mode suppression ratio33.
Precise wavelength tuning and linewidth narrowing is performed by heating the
phase section (Extended Data Fig. 1). Phase-locking of the laser to the microcomb
is performed by electronically dividing the beat note by 512 and using FPGA-based
digital PLL + PI2D feedback (that is, a proportional–integral–derivative controller
with two-stage integration) to the gain section of the laser8. Other works have also
demonstrated high-bandwidth optical-PLL phase locks to frequency combs29,30.
In the current system, the tunable laser can lock to either the SiO2 or Si3N4 comb
lines, which we have shown for m = −138, or 3 THz red of the pump laser. The
DC linear tuning coefficient of the tunable laser is approximately 200 MHz mA−1.
A commercial external cavity diode laser is used as the shared pump for both
microresonator comb generators in all the synthesizer experiments. The output of a 3-dB splitter goes to separate LiNbO3 single-sideband modulators and
erbium-doped fibre amplifiers for each device. Frequency detuning from each
microcomb resonance for soliton generation is controlled with an amplified voltagecontrolled oscillator and arbitrary waveform generator that produces a voltage
ramp. Although complex soliton crystals18 can form in these devices, single solitons
are generated through linear voltage ramps of 5 GHz in 100 ns and 100 MHz in 3
µs, for the Si3N4 and SiO2 microcombs, respectively34. Once initiated, feedback to
each voltage-controlled oscillator controls frep,GHz and frep,THz for the appropriate
device. Intensity modulation on the Si3N4 microcomb to control fceo,THz is performed with a free-space acousto-optic modulator, although on-chip SOAs are
expected to be viable as well. Lensed fibres with a 2.5-µm spot size are used to
couple light on and off the Si3N4 chip with 7 dB of insertion loss per facet. During
operation, the on-chip pump power for the Si3N4 microcomb is about 160 mW, or
ten times the threshold for soliton generation. Tapered single-mode fibre is used to
couple 80 mW to the SiO2 microcomb for soliton generation at 12 times the soliton
threshold. Recent results show that this platform can be integrated with Si3N4 bus
waveguides35. An offset Pound–Drever–Hall lock is required after ramping to keep
the SiO2 pump frequency at 22 MHz red detuned from resonance36.
During operation of the optical-frequency synthesizer, the separate singlesideband modulators for each microcomb device create a detectable offset in pump
frequencies, about 5 GHz in our experiment. This is readily subtracted from or
added to the necessary heterodyne beat notes in the system using an electronic
frequency mixer, specifically after frep,THz detection between comb lines and after
the iii–v/Si laser heterodyne with the DKS comb. The calibrated gain sign of the
tunable-laser feedback loop ensures that the tunable laser is on the appropriate
side of the SiO2 comb modes when electronically subtracting or adding this offset,
and knowledge of the absolute difference in pump frequencies is not required for
accurate optical-frequency synthesis. We observe non-zero synthesis error when
the SNR of any heterodyne beat falls well below the optimal level of 30 dB, but
measurements reported here were acquired with sufficient SNR. We also observe
and minimize contributions from out-of-loop optical and electrical path lengths,
alignment drift, and glitches during long acquisitions. The RF synthesis and
phase-locking electronics used in the experiments are benchtop scale, but in the
future would make use of CMOS integration37.
Auxiliary comb details and frequency counting. The auxiliary comb used for
out-of-loop verification of the optical-frequency synthesizer consists of a 250-MHz
erbium-fibre mode-locked laser frequency comb38. The laser output is amplified
and spectrally broadened to an octave to enable self-referenced detection of the

carrier envelope offset frequency, fceo. The fourth harmonic of frep is phase-locked
to a reference synthesizer at 999.999 544 MHz, and fceo is electronically divided by 8
and phase-locked to another synthesizer at 20 MHz. Both of these synthesizers are
referenced to the same fclk that is the input to the integrated-photonics synthesizer,
yielding a comb against which any frequency of the microcomb or tunable laser
output can be compared.
The beat-note frequency between the integrated-photonics synthesizer and
the erbium-fibre frequency comb is amplified and bandpass-filtered (45 MHz
bandwidth), after which a zero-dead-time frequency counter registers the frequency for a fixed gate time. The rectangular binning, or Π-mode, is used during
measurement and for the ADEV analysis. The MDEV analysis applies a triangular
averaging window to the frequency data for further information on the noise type.
With this analysis, a τ−3/2 slope shows the desired white phase noise performance,
and deviation from this slope reveals unwanted flicker phase noise contributes to
system performance at longer averaging times. Because the degrees of freedom
depend on noise type, we take the conservative estimate of flicker phase noise to
derive 95% confidence intervals39. The tunable laser PLL also contains an in-loop
frequency counter, which showed tight phase-locking of the laser to the microcomb
at <10−13/τ, limited by the resolution of the counter. All RF synthesizers in the
experimental set-up, auxiliary comb and frequency counter are tied to the same
hydrogen maser signal, serving as fclk.
Perspectives and future work. A critical element to operation of the optical
synthesizer is the pump laser of the DKS microcombs. We show that the same
iii–v/Si tunable laser from this work can be used to generate low-noise solitons
in the Si3N4 microresonator; see Extended Data Fig. 2. Further development is
required to stabilize solitons in the high-Q SiO2 microresonator with the iii–v/Si
tunable laser, although we observe modulation instability (non-soliton) Kerr
combs and their transient decay through the Kerr soliton stability regime. Further
technical improvement of the iii–v/Si tunable laser would probably permit soliton
stabilization. At present, we require an optical power of 80 mW for the SiO2 comb,
160 mW on-chip for the Si3N4 comb and 9 mW on-chip for the PPLN device. In
each case, we anticipate improving the chip-device performance to be compatible
with available integrated-laser power levels to support further integration of our
frequency synthesizer. In future implementations of our optical-frequency synthesizer, technical improvements such as improved on and off chip coupling, long
wavelength SOAs40 and higher efficiency second-harmonic generation41 would
make the 1,998-nm diode laser unnecessary.
Data availability. The data sets generated and/or analysed during the current study
are available from the corresponding authors on reasonable request.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Tuning details for iii–v/Si laser. a, Typical tuning
map of the iii–v/Si tunable laser’s peak wavelength in nanometres versus
current applied to each heater above the ring resonators. b, Normalized
optical spectra showing >40 dB of side-mode suppression ratio across
the tuning range. c, Typical unlocked RF beat notes between the tunable
laser and the auxiliary comb for two different biases of the phase section.

Careful control of the heater is required to reach all wavelengths in the
tuning range, and reduction of the laser linewidth (blue to red) through
longitudinal mode alignment and the optical feedback effect42 is required
to achieve the best phase-locking performance to the microcombs. RBW,
resolution bandwidth, VBW, video bandwidth.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Demonstration of pumping the Si3N4 THz
microcomb with the iii–v/Si laser. a, Output optical spectrum of the
THz microcomb showing dual-dispersive waves, as measured on two
optical spectrum analysers. b, Comparison of electro-optic repetition rate

detection43 when using the same iii–v/Si laser (black) and external cavity
diode laser (ECDL, red) from the main experiment to pump the THz
microcomb.
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